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Abstract. In this paper, we consider a mathematical model motivated by patterned
growth of bacteria. The model is a system of differential equations that consists of
two sub-systems. One is a system of ordinary differential equations and the other one
is a reaction-diffusion system. Pattern formation in this model is caused by an ini-
tial instability of the ordinary differential equations. However, nonlinear coupling to the
reaction-diffusion system stabilizes the ordinary differential equations resulting in station-
ary long-time behavior. We establish existence, uniqueness, and characterize long-time
behavior of the solutions.

1. Introduction. It has frequently been observed in biological experiments that an
initially uniform distribution of cells may grow and develop an intricate distribution when
the nutrient concentration is non-uniform. This phenomenon is referred to as patterned
cell growth. Below we analyze a system of equations that has been proposed to model
such systems. Our results show that solutions of the equations will reflect some of the
behavior observed in the experiments.

Various models have been proposed to explain this pattern formation. In [6] and [7],
it is assumed that the growth rate of cells has a hysteresis dependence upon nutrient
and buffer, and this leads to a model exhibiting such patterns. Budriene, Polezhaev,
and Ptitsyn [2] developed a more refined model that recognizes that the cells may be
in one of two states, active and inactive.1 The transition between the two depends on
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the total cell population, disintegration rate (assumed constant) and diffusion rate of the
mediator. The model we study here was first proposed in [4, 7, 2, 6] and involves a system
of reaction-diffusion and ordinary differential equations. The diffusion equations model
the motion of various chemicals (nutrients, etc.) and ordinary differential equations
model the growth of active and inactive cells. In this model the ordinary differential
equations are unstable at the uniform state; however, as the solution evolves, nonlinear
effects modify the coefficients of these equations so that they become stable, and steady-
state patterns are formed for all the quantities involved. This mechanism of pattern
formation is referred to as accretion. Hysteresis enters the problem due to the fact
that in certain environments a cell may be either active or inactive depending upon the
history. Some related theories and an extensive bibliography on hysteresis are given in
the survey by Macki et al. [16]. More recently, Little and Showalter [14] and Hornung and
Showalter [9, 10] have incorporated hysteresis into the framework of maximal monotone
(m-accretive) operators, obtaining existence and well-posedness for problems involving
phase changes.

In the next section we introduce such systems of reaction-diffusion equations and recall
their essential structure. A system consisting of two diffusion equations, modeling the
motion of nutrient and buffer, and two ordinary differential equations, modeling active
and inactive cells, is introduced, and a numerical calculation is presented to illustrate the
behavior that solutions of these equations may exhibit. In Sec. 3, we establish existence
and uniqueness of the solutions for this problem using semigroup theory. Section 4 char-
acterizes the large-time asymptotic behavior of the solutions. The large-time asymptotics
show ultimate stability of the system, and verify that a steady-state pattern of inactive
cells will form.

2. Hysteretic reaction-diffusion systems.
2.1. General equations. In this section, we give a general formulation of hysteretic

reaction-diffusion systems and then specialize them to a system with four unknown
functions, which is subsequently analyzed. Letting C R2 be a bounded, connected
2-dimensional region with a smooth boundary dfl, the hysteretic reaction-diffusion sys-
tems take the form:

{ut + .4u = F\ u „x € fl, t £ 0, oo) (1)
ht - div(.DVh) = -F2u

where
• u = u(x, t) — («i,..., u^)1 is a /x-dimensional vector function;
• h = h(a:, t) — (hi,..., /i„)T is a y-dimensional vector function;
• A = A(x, t, h) = [a>ij)\<i,j<n is a ^ x /x matrix function;
• F\ — Fi(:c,£,h) = (fuj)i<i,j<n is a n x ^ nonnegative matrix function, i.e.,

hij > 0 for all ij;
• F2 = F2(x,t, h) = (f2ij) i<i<",i<j<|i is a v x fi nonnegative matrix function, i.e.,

f2ij > 0 for all ij;
• D = D(x,t, h) is a positive-definite fourth-order tensor.
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For cell biology, u is the cell density vector which might represent different levels of torpor;
h represents different substrate resources that are related to cell growth; Au simulates
the transition process between different torpor levels; F\ u simulates the growth of cells by
uptake of the nutrient (h); —F2u simulates the degradation of substrate through uptake
of nutrient by actively growing cells; and div(DVh) is the diffusion process of substrate
chemicals. We assume that cells are non-mobile, so that the first part of (1) is a system of
ordinary differential equations and the second part is a reaction-diffusion system.2 The
system (1) is said to be hysteretic because the matrix A is usually defined in such a way
that transition between levels of torpor has a hysteretic dependence on the availability of
substrate concentrations. In this paper, we study the case that substrate chemicals are
provided initially and there is no further supply during the process of pattern formation.
The initial and boundary conditions then become:

{u(a:, 0) = uo(a:) and h(a;, 0) = ho(x) for x G fi,

(DVh)n|an = 0,

where n is the outward normal direction on dCl.
2.2. Conservation property. We assume that there is no loss or production of cells

during transition between levels of torpor, and that cells can only disappear through cell
fission. These assumptions lead to the following conservation hypotheses.

(i) Ef=i aij = for every
(ii) There exist constants c = (ci, C2,..., cu) such that

MM V IX

i=l j=1 i=l j=l

To see that this results in a conserved property, multiply both sides of the equation for
hk by cfc and sum over all of the equations of the system to get

I \ ^ dhk ,. , nY7,E^ + Ec^ = div(c^vh)-
j=i fc=i

Integrating this over fl and using the divergence theorem with the zero flux boundary
condition gives

d_
dt

M /» ^ /•
E I Ujdx + J2ck '

Jn . , Jfi
hk dx

j=fc=i
= 0.

2It is possible to consider mobile types of cells, so that the whole system is of reaction-diffusion type.
Another possibility is to use a reaction-diffusion-chemotaxis model, i.e., cells tend to move towards
sources of nutrients.
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It follows that

/Jn
^ ^ Uj "h ^ ' ('k.hk C,

n j=i k=1

where C is a constant.
2.3. A two-component system. In this paper, we consider a simple case of system (1),

which involves only two levels of torpor, active and inactive, and two substrate concentra-
tions, nutrient and buffer. Let u and v be the active and the inactive cell concentrations
respectively, H be the nutrient concentration, and G be the buffer concentration. Then
the system is

X (3)fu/YH\
-fu/Yo) '

Here, / = f(G,H), a — a(G,H), and 6 = b(G,H) are three nonnegative functions
depending on the product GH which is the combined concentration of nutrient and
buffer. When b > 0, environmental conditions favor growth and inactive cells may
become active. On the other hand, if a > 0, then the conditions are less favorable and
active cells switch to the inactive state. The function / represents growth of cells by
cell fission. Dh > 0 and Dq > 0 are diffusion constants. The two terms on the right-
hand side of the second system describe loss of H and G due to uptake by active cells.
Yh > 0 and Yq > 0 are two-cell-yield constant parameters. Note that if a = 0 and b
and / are positive, the ordinary differential equation will cause u to grow exponentially.
Typically the initial conditions will cause this to occur for t small. However, as u grows,
the diffusion equations cause G and H to be reduced (the active cells consume these
quantities). As G and H reduce, this will alter the coefficients a and b. Typically the
evolution will yield 6 = 0 and 0 < / < a, causing u to decay so that a steady state is
attained.

We assume that all cells at the start are active and that the distributions of u, H, and
G at t = 0 are known. The initial conditions are then

u(x, 0) = uo(x) > 0 and v(x, 0) = 0, (4)

H(x, 0) = Hq(x) and G(a:,0) = Go(x). (5)

The boundary conditions for H and G are

8H_
dn

_ dG
on dn

= 0. (6)
an

The parameter functions /, a, and b are determined by the following criteria:
1. /(•) is monotone increasing and bounded, /(0) = 0.
2. When GH is large (acceptable environmental condition), a — 0 and b > 0.
3. When GH is small (unacceptable environmental condition), a > 0 and 6 = 0.
4. a(-) is monotone decreasing or zero; 6(-) is monotone increasing or zero and

6max — SUP b(a) — lim 6(a) > 0.
a>0 a — oo
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GH

Fig. 1. Graph of parameter functions: f{GH),a(GH), and b(GH)

5. There is a gap [c\,c2\,c\ < c%, such that

a(a) = b(a) = 0 for all a 6 [ci,C2];

so active cells and inactive cells do not switch to each other when GH G
This property is exhibited in experiments; thus cells can have a hysteresis in
growth depending on the combined concentration of nutrient and buffer [6].

An illustrative graph of /, a, and b is given in Fig. 1. Although this system is a special
case of (1), we show subsequently that it contains all of the essential features to model
accretion.

2.4. A numerical example. Our analysis of the two-component system is rather tech-
nical, but the outcome is pleasantly simple. Under reasonable assumptions on the data,
the solution of (3) tends to a steady state where the buffer and nutrient concentrations,
G and H, are constant, the concentration of active cells, u, tends to zero, and the only
nontrivial part of the steady-state solution is the distribution of inactive cells, v. We
demonstrate this with a numerical solution that illustrates concentric ring patterns that
often form in bacterial growth when a drop of nutrient is placed at the center of an agar
pour plate (e.g., Hauser, 1885, [8]).

We choose the growth rate function f(GH) according to Monod's law [17], [19], and
let a and b also depend upon G and H through the product GH as illustrated in Fig.
1. The diffusion coefficients and yield parameters were set to Dh = 0.025, Do = 0.005,
Y„ = 10, and Yq = 1. Since our numerical solution did converge to a steady state with
G and H constant and u zero, we only show inactive cell densities at several times in
Fig. 2 (see p. 94). The concentric pattern observed in this figure resembles the patterns
observed in the biological experiments reported in [6] and [8].

The analysis presented below was partially motivated by the desire to construct effi-
cient numerical schemes that would approximate the biological equations. For example,
the large-time asymptotics established in Sec. 4 follow from the conservation property
discussed above and nonnegativity of the solution. In [5] the authors construct a nu-
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Fig. 2. Density plots of inactive cells

merical scheme that satisfies discrete versions of these properties and characterize the
large-time asymptotics for the numerical example exhibited here.

3. Existence of solutions.
3.1. Abstract semilinear equations. To establish existence of a unique solution to (3)

we collect some standard results from the theory of semigroups and semilinear equations.
The following theorem from [3] establishes existence of mild solutions to semilinear equa-
tions when the principle part generates a C° semigroup.

Theorem 3.1. Let —A be the generator of a C° semigroup S on the Banach space X
and let g : x X —> be continuous and satisfy the Lipschitz condition: V£ > 0, there
exists K(t) > 0 such that for x,y £ X,

||s(s,a:) - g(s,y)\\x < K{t)\\x - y\\x, 0 <s<t.
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Then for each uq £ X there is a unique mild solution u £ C[0, oo; X) of

du
— +Au = g(t,u), u(0)—uo,
at

i.e., u satisfies the integral equation

i(t)—S(t)u0+ f S(t — s)g(s,u(s))ds.
Jo

Remarks. 1) This result is established using the Banach fixed point theorem to
determine a fixed point of the integral equation above.

2) The continuity of g with respect to its first variable is used to verify that the map
[0, oo) —> g(-,u(-)) is strongly measurable for each choice of u £ C{0, oo; X). For specific
examples, this assumption may be relaxed. For example, if X = Lp(fl), 1 < p < oo,
and g(s,u) — tp(s)u where ip(s) £ L°°(Sl) is given by ij}(s)(x) = with £
L°°((0, oo) x fi), then g(-,u(-)) is clearly measurable for any choice of u £ C[0, oo;X).

3) The proof of the above theorem extends in a routine manner to the slightly more
general situation where g : C[0, oo; X) —> C[0, oo; X) with corresponding hypothesis

llsOz) - s(y)llc[0,t;*] < K(t)\\x - y\\c[0,f,x], Vt > 0. (7)

4) If —A generates an analytic semigroup, then a sufficient condition for u to be a
strong solution (i.e., u £ C1(0, oo; X) and u(t) £ D(A)) is that u0 £ D(A) and g(u){-)
be Holder continuous.

The next lemma states an additional Lipschitz condition that will guarantee a strong
solution when the principle part of the equation generates an analytic semigroup.

Lemma 3.2. Let —A be the generator of an analytic semigroup S on the Banach space X,
and suppose that g : C[0, oo; X) —> C[0, oo; X) satisfies the Lipschitz condition: Vi > 0 ,
there exists K{t) > 0 such that for x £ C[0, oo; X), 6 > 0,

IIS'OzXs + 6) - 2(x)(s)||* < K(t) ̂ <5 + ||x(s + 8) - x(s)|U + J ||x(^ + 6) - a:(0IU d{^ ,

0 < s < t. If uo € D(A), then a mild solution of du/dt + Au — g{u), u(0) = Uo, is also a
strong solution.

Proof. Fix T > 0. We will show that u is Lipschitz on [0, T]\ the Lipschitz hypothesis
will then imply that g(u) is Lipschitz on [0,T], If u £ C[0, oo;^) is a mild solution
with u(0) = uq, taking the difference of the integral expression for u{t + 6) and u(t) for
0 <t<T gives

u(t + S) — u(t) — [<S(t + 6) — 5(f)]uo
ft-1~<5rl-to rt

+ / S(s)g(u)(t + 8 - s) ds + / S(s)[g(u)(t + 8 - s) - g(u)(t - s)]
Jt Jo

ds.
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Recall that if uq E D(A) then S(-)uq is Lipschitz with constant ||*4wo||;t. Also, since
g(u) E C[0, oo; X) it follows that the second term on the right may be bounded by C(T)6.
The last term is bounded using the Lipschitz hypothesis:

rt
S(s)[g(u)(t + 6 - s) - g(u)(t - s)] ds

x

<C{T) [ ||3(u)(<5 + s)-s(u)(s)||*ds
J 0

< K(T) J* + IIu(6 + s)~ «(s)|U + jf IK + 6)- «(OIU ds

<K(T)T6 + K(T)(1 + T) f ||u(« + a) - u(«)||*ds.
Jo

Combining the estimates gives for 0 < t < T

\\u{t + 8)-u{t)\\x <C{u0,T)8 + C(T) [ ||u(s + S) - u(s)||* ds.
Jo

Gronwall's inequality now yields

\\u{t + 6)- u(t)\\x < C{u0,T)ecmt6., 0 < t < T,

so that u is Lipschitz (and hence Holder) continuous on bounded subsets of £H+. The
Lipschitz hypothesis now implies g{u) is also Lipschitz continuous on bounded subsets
and in this situation mild solutions are strong [3]. □

Remark. It suffices to consider uq E D(Aa) for some a > 0, since uq e X = D(A°)
implies S(-)uq E C[Q,T\X] and uq E D(A) implies <S(-)uo € C1 [0, T; X]; so by interpola-
tion S(-)uq will be Holder continuous on the interpolated spaces D(Aa).

We finally state an elementary identity that will be required later. This identity can
be motivated by considering the evolution equation satisfied by exp(—At)u(t).

Lemma 3.3. Let S be a C° semigroup on X, g E C[0, oo; X), and u E C[0, oo;^) be
defined by the variation of parameters formula

u(s) = S{s)u0+ [ S(t - £)g{£)d£.
Jo

Then

u(t) — e~XtS(t)u0 + f e~x(-t~s)S(t - s)(Xu(s) + g(s)) ds.
Jo

Proof. We "multiply" the equation for u(s) by Ae~x^~s^S(t — s) and integrate from
zero to t. Upon changing the order of integration of the double integral one obtains

/' A e~x(t~s)S(t - s)u{s) ds={ I- e~xt)S{t)uo + [ (1 - e~x{t-^)S{t - £)s(0 d£
Jo Jo

— u(t) — e~xtS(t)uo — f e~x^~s^S(t — s)g(s) ds. □
Jo
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3.2. Existence for the biological equations. To apply these results to the system (3),
set X = X x X, where X = Lp(fl) for some 1 < p < oo or I = and let
A(G,H) = —(DgAG,DhAH) for G,H e D(A) c X. Since the Neumann Laplacian
generates a contraction analytic semigroup for each choice of the space X given above,
A will likewise generate a contraction analytic semigroup on X. Equations (3) may then
be expressed as

~(G,H) + A(G,H) = -F(G,H)( 1,1), (G,H)(0) = (G0,H0),

where F : C[0,oo; X) —> C[0, oo;X) is given by F(G,H)(t) — f(G(t),H(t))u(t) with u
being the solution of

d fu
dt \v

a —b
—a b

where it is understood that the coefficients a, b, and / are all functions of (G,H). In
order to show that F satisfies the Lipschitz hypothesis of Theorem 3.1, we obtain a priori
estimates on solutions of the (linear) system of ordinary differential equations (8).

Lemma 3.4. Let the coefficient / of Eq. (8) be bounded and let the coefficients a and b
be nonnegative. Then solutions (u, v) of Eq. (8) satisfy

||w,v||ji(t) < eBt||u0,i>o||zi,

where B is the bound on /.
Let (u,v) and (u,v) be the solutions of Eq. (8) with coefficients a,b,f, and a,b,f,

respectively. Then

IIu -u,v- w||ji(t)

< eBt ^||«o -u0,v0 -wolli1 +4||iio,{;o||;~ J ||a - a,b -b, f - /||ji(s) ds^j

Proof. Let (si,s2) = (sgn(u),sgn(u)) where sgn(x) is —1,0, or 1 if a; is negative, zero,
or positive respectively. Taking the inner product of (8) with (si,s2) gives

^\\u,v\\[i + (a|u| + 6|u|)(l - S1S2) = /|«| < B\\u,v\hi.

Since the second term on the left-hand side is nonnegative, discarding it does not alter
the validity of the inequality. The 11 estimate now follows immediately. We note that
while the || • ||;i norm above may not be differentiable at all times, it is continuous, and
the formal arguments can easily be made rigorous.

The difference of the equations for (u, v) and (u, v) may be written as

a —b fu — u
—a b \v — v

d fu — u
dt \ v — v ^

-'IV a — a — (6 — b)
-(a — a) b — b

Taking the inner product with (si,s2) = (sgn(u - u), sgn(v - v)) gives

^\\u - u,v - v\\ti < B\\u - u,v - 5||ji + 2||a — a, 6 — 6, / — /||;i ||u, v||joo,
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SO that

||U -U,V- V\\ii{t)

< eBt\\u0 - uq,v0 - vq11/x + 2 f eB(t_s)||a -a,b-b,f - /||ii(s)||ii,i;|||oo(s)ds.
J o

Since ||u, 5||(oo (s) < ||u,i)||,i(s) < exp(£s)||u0,u0||/i, and ||u, i)||zi (0) < 2||u0,v0||j~, the
result follows. □

Corollary 3.5. Let X be Lp(£l), 1 < p < oo, or C(f2), and X = X x X. Then under
the hypotheses of the lemma, solutions of Eq. (8) in X satisfy

IKHUW < CeBt\\u,v\\x(0),

and

\\u - u,v - v\\x{t)

< CeBt ̂ ||u0 - u0,v0 -£0|U + C,(i)||{t0,i}olU~(n) J IIa-a,b-b,f - f\\x(s)ds

(G depends only upon Q and C(t) depends additionally upon t).

Corollary 3.6. Let a, b, and / mapping —> 9* be globally Lipschitz and suppose
that a and b are nonnegative and / is bounded. Let X = Lp(fl), 1 < p < oo, or
X — C(Q), X = X x X, and let u : C[0, oo, X) —> G[0, oo, X) be defined by (G, H) >-> u
where u is the first component of the solution of (8) with coefficients a(G, H),b(G, H),
and f(G,H). If the initial data uo,vo € n X, then for all t > 0 there exists
K(t) >0 such that

||« - «Hc[0,t,x] < K(t)\\G — G,H — H\\c[0tt.x],

where u = u(G, H) and u = m(G, H).

Theorem 3.7. Let X = 1 < p < oo, or X — C(Vl). Suppose that a, b : <H2 —>
are nonnegative and globally Lipschitz functions and that / : IK2 —> is bounded and
globally Lipschitz. Then for each Go, Ho G X and uo,vo G X fl L°°(fi), there exists a
unique mild solution (G,H,u,v) £ C[0, oo;X4) of

(77/
— + a(G, H)u - b(G, H)v = /(G, H)u,

rlv
--a(G,H)u + b(G,H)v = 0,
at

r)J-f
- Dh&H = —f(G, H)u, -

= 0,
an

= 0,
an
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satisfying (u,v,G, H)(0) = (uo, vo, Go, Ho). In this context a mild solution means that
u, v € C1 [0, cxj, X) and satisfy the ordinary differential equation in X, and

G(t) = Sa(t)G0 - f SG(t - s)f(G(s),H(s))u(s) ds,
Jo

H(t) = SH(t)H0 - f SH(t - s)f(G(s), H(s))u(s) ds,
Jo

where 57; and Sh are the semigroups generated by Dr;A and respectively with
Neumann boundary conditions.

Suppose additionally that a(G, H) and b(G, H) are bounded on 0 x [0,6] for some
6 > 0. Then the mild solution above is a strong solution.

Proof. Letting X = X x X, existence will follow if the map

F : C[0,f : X] -> C[0,t;X]

defined by F(G,H) = f(G, H)u satisfies the Lipschitz hypothesis of Theorem 3.1. Since
/ is globally Lipschitz it follows that

||/(G, H)u - f(G, H)u\\x < ||(/(G, H) - f(G, H))u\\x + || f(G, H){u - «)||x
< M\\G — G,H — H|U||w||Loo(n) + B\\u - u\\x,

where M is the Lipschitz constant for / and B is the bound on /. Corollary 3.5 and 3.6
now imply

||F(G, H) - F(G, H)\\c[0,t;x] < K(t)\\G - G,H - ^||C[o,t;^;

so the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, implying the existence of a mild solution.
Lemma 3.2 is used to establish that the solutions are strong under the additional

hypotheses. For the remainder of the proof, let a tilde over a function indicate the
translate of the function in time by 8 (u(t) = u{t + 6) etc.). The estimates above on F
give

||F(G, H)(t) - F(G, H)(t + S)|U = ||F(G, H) - F(G, H)\\x{t)
< M\\G-G,H-H\\x(t)\\u\\L^{n)(t) + B\\u - u||*(t).

llullL~(n)(^) may be bounded by Corollary 3.5; so the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2 will
be satisfied provided the last term can be bounded appropriately. An application of
Corollary 3.5 gives

||u -u,v- v||*(t) < C(t) ^||u0 - u(6),v0 - vWIU + J IIa - a,b-b,f - /||(s)ds^

< C(t) ̂ ||uo - u(6),v0 - w(tf)|U + J* \\G G,H — H\\ ds
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The hypothesis on the coefficients is now used to estimate the term involving the initial
conditions. Integration of the ordinary differential equations for u and v gives

«)(T)_ «°

v Vwo
-F

Jo
fu
0

a —b
—a b 0 < t < 6,

so that

||u0 - u(t),v0 - v(t)\\x < B / ||it,u|U
Jo

< B I T\\un,vn\\x + I llltn - U, Vo ~ f|t||uo,vo|U + J ||w0 — U,Vo

An application of Gronwall's inequality now establishes that

||u0 - u(6), vo - v(8)\\x < C(T)6.

Combining the above estimates shows that the nonlinear term F satisfies the hypotheses
of Lemma 3.2, guaranteeing a strong solution. □

Remark. Even if a and b are not globally bounded, bounds on a(G, H) and b(G, H)
still follow when X — C(fi), since then (G,H) G C[0, oo\X), and a and b : 9l2 —>
continuous implies a(G, H) and b(G, H) are continuous, and hence bounded on x [0, T\.

The coefficient / for the biological equations (3) is frequently chosen according to
Monod's law [17, 19], i.e.,

C+H+

where a plus superscript indicates the positive part (a+ = a if a > 0 and zero otherwise).
This function is not globally Lipschitz on 2. While £ ► f/(l +0 is globally Lipschitz,
multiplication is not, so the product G+H+ causes a problem. However, the maximum
principle can be used to circumvent this technicality.

Corollary 3.8. Assume that the hypotheses of the above theorem hold except that /
is given as above. Suppose additionally that the initial data for Go and Hq are bounded
above, and that the initial data uq,vq are nonnegative. Then the conclusions of the
theorem remain valid. Moreover, u and v are nonnegative for all time, and maxn G(t) <
maxn Go, maxn H(t) < maxfi H0.

Proof. We begin by observing that if B — max(maxn Go, maxo Ho) then the function

f(r m = V min(G+'-g) min(g+,g)
JV ' ' °K0 + mm(G+,B)mm{H+,B)

is globally Lipschitz, so that we may consider the corresponding solution (u, v, G, H)
guaranteed by the theorem.

Observe that the solutions of
du
— + au - f\u\ + b\v\, u(0) = uo,

dv
— + bv = a\u\, w(0) = Vo
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are nonnegative when the initial data is nonnegative. In this situation we can omit the
absolute values from the right-hand sides to obtain solutions of (8). By uniqueness, it
follows that u = u and v = v are nonnegative.

Next recall that the heat semigroup with Neumann boundary conditions maps non-
negative functions to nonnegative functions. Since jf(G, H) and u are nonnegative, the
integral expressions

G(t) = SG(t)G0 - f SG(t - s)(fu)(s) ds,
Jo

H(t) = SH(t)G0- f SH(t- s)(fu)(s)ds
Jo

show that G(t) < So{t)Go and H(t) < Sfj(t)Ho pointwise. But Sg(-)Gq and Sh{-)Ho
are just solutions of the homogeneous heat equation. Thus maxn G(t) < maxn Go < B
and maxn H(t) < maxn Ho < B. It follows that f(G,H) — f(G,H), and (u,v,G,H) is
a solution of the original problem. □

4. Long-time behavior. The bounds obtained for u and v all grew exponentially
with time. If Eqs. (3) accurately model the biological experiments discussed in the
Introduction, we expect the solution to approach a steady state at large times. We show
that under reasonable hypotheses on the coefficients a, b, and / that this is indeed the
case.

HI. The coefficients a and b are nonnegative bounded functions from $R2 to £R.
H2. The initial data uo,vo,Go, and Ho are all nonnegative and bounded.
H3. The function / : is of the form

G+H+
/(G,g) = Vtgo + G+g,

where Vo > 0 and A'o > 0 are constants.
H4. 6(-, •) vanishes at points where a(-, ■) > 0 and /(•, ■) > 0 at points where a(-, •) = 0.

The following properties of the Neumann heat equation will be used below. We denote
by S(-) the semigroup generated by the Neumann Laplacian on LP(Q), 1 < p < oo, or
X = C(S2).

• For each u G X and t > 0, fQ S(t)u — fQ u.
• If u > 0, t > 0 then S{t)u > 0.
• For any u £ X, lim^oo S(t)u — u in X, where u is the constant function having

the same average as u.

Lemma 4.1. Let hypotheses H1-H3 hold. Then the mild solutions given by Corollary
3.8 satisfy

• each component is nonnegative,
• !!(?(£)||£,oo(n) < ||C?o||i,=»(fj) and ||#(£)||L°=(n) < ||iJo||L~(n)i
• the following conservation property holds:

f(G + U)(t) = f(G + U)( 0), f(H + U)(t) = f{H + U)(0),Ju J n Jq Jn
where U = u + v.
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Proof. Recall that u and v are nonnegative, and that G and H are bounded above.
The L°°(f2) estimates on G and H will then follow if we show that they are nonnegative.

We show that G is nonnegative, the proof for H being identical. Define ip : [0, oo) —»
L°°(Q) by

t=[V°Ko?G+H+"' °>0'
^0 otherwise,

so that G is the unique solution of

G(t) = SG(t)GQ - [T SG(t - s)ip(s)G(s) ds.
Jo

Note that ip{-) > 0 since u > 0. Corollary 3.5 shows that for 0 < t <T, ||ii(i)IU°°(n) ^
C(T)||uo|U°o(n), and since H is bounded above it follows that ||^>(i)llL~(n) — C{T).

An application of Lemma 3.3 shows that for any A > 0

G{t) = e~XtSG(t)G0 + [ e-x^SG{t-s)[\-rP{s)}G{s)ds-
Jo

in particular, for T > 0 given, A may be chosen so that A — ip(s) > 0 for 0 < s <
T. We claim that solutions of this integral equation must be nonnegative when Go is
nonnegative. To see this, consider solutions of the integral equation

G(t) = e~xtSG(t)G0 + f e-^-s)SG(t - s)[A - ^(s)]|G(s)| ds
Jo

(this has a unique solution by Banach's fixed point theorem [3]). Since SG(-) carries
nonnegative functions to nonnegative functions, it is clear that G(-) is nonnegative. But
then we may omit the absolute value from the right-hand term, giving a solution of the
integral equation for G. By uniqueness G(-) = G(-) > 0.

Finally, we establish the conservation property. Adding the equations for u and v and
integrating gives

d
dt f U= [ f(G,

J n Jn
H)u.

Integrating the expression for G, and recalling that the heat semigroup with Neumann
boundary conditions preserves averages, gives

[ G(t)= [ Go - f [ f(G,H)uds,
Jn Jn Jo Jn

so that

/ G(t)= f Go - [ 4-U(s)ds= f G0- f [U(t)-U(0)]. □Jn Jn Jo as Jn Jn
We can now establish the existence of a steady state limit as t —> oo.

Theorem 4.2. Let hypotheses H1-H3 hold and let (u,v,G,H) be the solution of the
biological equations guaranteed by Corollary 3.8. Then
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f(G, H)u e Ll(O.oojL1^)), i.e.,

<00I (/„<>">«) <"
(recall that fu> 0).

• lim^oo G(f) = G and limt-.oc H(t) = ff, in where G and H are constant
functions.

• If additionally H4 holds, then lim^^ u(t) —> 0 in and limt_*oo v(t) exists
in L1(fi).

Proof. Adding the equations for u and v gives dU/dt = fu, where U — u + v. Inte-
grating this expression over space and time gives

f f fu= f U(t) - U0 < f U(t) + G(f) -U0= f Go
Jo Jn Jn Jn Jn

(we used the fact that G is nonnegative). Since / and u are nonnegative, it follows that
fu £ L1(0, oo; L1(J7)).

We show that G(f) —> G, the proof for H(-) being identical. Fix £ > 0, and let s be
chosen so large that fs fn(fu) < £■ For t > s write

G{t) = S(t)G0 - SCj(t - s) j* SG(s - 0(/u)(0 d£ - J* SG(t - £)(/«)(0 <%.

Note that the first two terms on the right converge to some constant CE in as
f —> oo. Since Sg(-) is a contraction semigroup, it follows that

limsup||G(f) — C£||Li(n) < [ f (fu)
t—'oo Js Jn

Then

||G(ti) - G(<2)||z,i(rj) < 2e, ti,t2 > s,

i.e., {G(i)}i>0 is Cauchy in L1^), so converges to a limit G 6 Ll(fi). We claim that G
is constant. Indeed,

1^1 |Cel = l|Ce - G + G||ii(n) < £ + ||G||ii(n)
implies that the sequence {G£}e>o is bounded; so we may pass to a subsequence Ce —» G.
Then ||G - C£||Li(n) < £; so letting £ -> 0 gives ||G - G||li(o) = 0, i.e., G = C.

We next show that u(t) —> 0. The key point is to establish L°° bounds on «(•). Recall
that the L°°(fl) bounds of Corollary 3.5 all grew exponentially in time. Below we show
that we can get L°° bounds for u on arbitrarily large subsets of fl.

Since a(t) = a(G(t), H(t)),b(t) — b(G(t),H(t)), and /(f) = f(G(t),H(t)) are all
bounded, it follows from the dominated convergence theorem that o(f) —> aoo, b(t) —* boo,
and /(f) —► /oo in L1(fi) as f —> oo, where aoo = a(G,H) etc. are all nonnegative
constants. Note that hypothesis H4 shows that either > 0 and 6oo = 0, or 0 = a^ <
/oo-

Adding the equations for u and v gives dU/dt = d(u + v)/dt = fu > 0, so that
pointwise U(t) is monotone increasing. Lemma 4.1 shows that ||C/(f)||ii(n) is bounded;

< £.
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so by the monotone convergence theorem U —> Uoo in Ll(yi). Given any e > 0 there is a
6 > 0 such that

\A\ < 6 => J Uoc <e,
and since 0 < u(t) <U(t)< (pointwise) it follows that

\A\ < 6 => u < u + s.
Jo. Jn\A

Also, there exists M = Me > 0 such that |fi| < \E\ + e, where E = Ee — {x G
fl | Uoc(x) < M}. Then

IN*)IIl°°(£) < M and \\v(t)\\Loc{E) < M.

We now consider the two cases > 0, = 0 and 0 = ax < separately.
If doo > 0 and = 0, the equation for u gives

4; / u + aoo [ u= f fu+ f (aoo - a)u + bv.
dt J e J E J E J E

Integrating from s to t and using the L°° bounds of u and »on£ gives

[ u{t) < e-a~(4-s) f u(s)
J E J E

+ J e~a°°^~?)(M||a00 - a||Li(n) + M||6||li(q) + ||/'«||L1(n))(0

Since ||aoo - allien) and IHUi(fi) °> and XT ll/ulli1(n) 0, there exists so > 0 such
that

£
llfloo — <3-11Z.1 (C2)(s) + ll^llL1(n)(s) <

Maa

and

Then for t > Sq,

Since

/OO
ll/ulUnn) ̂  e> s > s0-

[ u(t) < e~a°o(-t~S0'> [ u(s0)
Je J E

/ u(t) < / u(t)+e,
Jq J E

+ 22e.

it follows that u(t) —> 0 as t —* oo.
We now consider the situation 0 = a^, < foo■ Again we consider the equation for u:

^ - foc,u = [(/ - /oo) - a]u + bv

> ~\{f ~ foo) ~ a\M,
so that

f u(t) > e'-*4"** [ u(s) - M f II (/ - /oo) - a||z,i(fi) (0 <%■
JE J E J s
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u(t) 0, then there is a sequence of times {sn}£!L0 and 6 > 0 such that sn —* oo,
and fE u(sn) > 6. Select sn so large that

II(/oo - /) - a||i,i(fi) <

to get

S
2/ooM

t

£
u(t) > -re> oo as t —» oo.

This contradicts fEu < fnu < U00 < oo.
Since v = U — u, it follows that u(t) —> as t —* oo in □

5. Summary. Analysis of a hysteretic reaction-diffusion system is presented in this
paper. Our results suggest that hysteretic reaction-diffusion systems may provide a model
for accretion pattern formation in cell biology.

Different torpor levels were used to identify different states of cell growth in response
to moving gradients of substrate. An important assumption, based on biological observa-
tions, is that the transition matrix simulating cell switching between torpor levels has a
hysteretic dependence on availability of substrate. Due to the hysteresis and nonlinearity
of chemical reaction functions, various kinds of patterns are observed and they resemble
the results from biological experiments.

Existence, uniqueness, and long-time behavior of the solution are established for a hys-
teretic reaction-diffusion system with two torpor levels and two substrate concentrations.
Currently, numerical schemes to approximate solutions of the hysteretic reaction-diffusion
systems are being developed and analyzed.
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